


● I would link my work with the National Trust.
● It would centre predominantly in Weymouth 

including its beaches and cliffs. 
● I would mainly target families as transport 

wouldn’t be an issue and its something they 
might want to do together. 

Audience



My idea...

● I want to make a family fun day to bring 
people down to the coast and enjoy it for 
what it is with an interactive twist.

● There will be activities for kids, teens and 
adults all with a historic/educational twist 
either to do with the Jurassic coast or just 
history in general. 



The Raft Race

● App/piece of software to create their own 
raft. 

● Historical input, famous ship like ‘The HMS 
Victory’ or ‘The Golden Hind’. 

● Done in the sea, around a buoy and back to 
shore, first one back wins. 

● Big screen, raft designs, who's in the lead 
etc, GPS tracking system. 





The Archaeological Dig

● What pops straight into your head when ‘The 
Jurassic Coast’ is mentioned?

● A cliff has collapsed and with it, bought 
dinosaur bones and other amazing finds 
down with it, and we need the childrens help 
to excavate it. 





The Geo-located Orienteering

A GPS system will be given to each team, a co-
ordinate is given to the first clue, they then 
must answer a question about the Jurassic 
Coast to unlock the next coordinate. Each clue 
will make up a riddle they have to solve at the 
end and then they receive a prize for 
completing it. 





Contactless payment

● To make the day more interactive and 
interesting, I thought of introducing what 
most Debit cards have now got which is 
contactless payment.



Oculus Rift

● To add even more of an interactive asset to 
the fun day, I thought of using some oculus 
rift sets and the idea of the game is to get 
away from the dinosaurs that are chasing 
you around a map of the Jurassic Coast. 





Additional Details

There will be food tents, alcohol tents for 
parents (yet to be determined) and bouncy 
castles and other such things for the kids to do 
when they’re not taking part in the activites.


